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Minutes ofDAB,InstrumentationEngincering

Department Advisory Board Meeting of Instrumentation and Control Engineering

Department has been convened on 15.10.2022 at 3.30 pm in the online mode on google meet

at meet.google.com/fdo-ahem-xyh. Following points werediscussed
in the meeting

Agenda:

1.Discussion on Vision-Mission, PEOs and PSOs of the Department

2.Suggestions for Quality improvementactivities

3. Suggestions to strengthen Teaching Learning Processes

4. Suggestions
in view ofNBA Visit

5. Any other related points

The Minute ofMeeting are as below:

1. With the welcome note, Prof. Dr. B. B. Musmade, HOD, Instrumentation and Control

Engg. has given briefoverview ofagendaofDAB Meeting.
He presented the draft of Vision-

Mission, PEOs and PSOs ofthe Department.

2. Dr J. V. Kulkarni, BoS Coordinator, SPPU directed that Missions are subset of Vision

statement. The draft prepared by the department is appropriate. Mainly his suggestion
was

processes followed by the department
for dissemination and effective implementation of

outcome based education.

Also, he insisted to have more focus on to build the fundamental, basics of the students and

system should ensure how students gets developed as per industry requirements.

3. Mr. Kaustubh Gitapathi, suggested
to their should some motivation for recent development

and students should be encourage to referresearch literature.
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B. Suggestions
on Vision, Mission and PEOs from the members.

4. The Industry Expert Mr Rahul suggested
to internship

duration shall be extended upto 6

months. Also to provide
hands on experience on automation platforms like PLC and DCS

Automation.

5. However Prof. Vibhute clarified that being an affiliated institute of SPPU, we have to

follow the rules and regulations
of Savitribai Phule Pune University. So, internship

is a 3

credit course at 6"semester and can be executed as per the SPPU guidelines.

5.Mr Kaustubh Gitapathi, CEO, Kimaya Automation has offered sponsorship
for the projects

and planning to conduct session/training
on Lab VIEW Automationduring Sem-II, AY 2022-

23.



6.Dr Musmade gave brief overview of NBA eSAR submissionand proposed NBA visit.

7. Committee members welcomed the NBA preparation
of the Department.

Dr Kulkarni

given
soon tips for etlective implementation

ofacademicsand outcome based education.

8. Mr Vibhute offered vote of thanks.

Following DAB Members attended the meeting:

1) Dr. J. V. Kulkarni

2) Mr. Kaustubh Gitapathi

3) Mr Rahul Shirude

4) Dr. B. B. Musmade

5) Mr. Vipin
S. Vibhute

6) Mr.Nitin V. Mane

Mr. Vipin
S. Vibhute

Coordinator

zl/o
Dr. B. B. Musmade

HOD, Instrumentation Engg.


